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#1

ANIMATION KIDS

SCRAMBLED
Synopsis:
Scrambled is an Egg-citing 3D CGI comedy for 6-9 year
olds that explores the adventures of Eggy and friends in
a world inside a refrigerator, where living breakfast creatures have their own awesome universe! The Squad of
misfits try to lead a normal pre-teen life, but alas! They
inevitably get entangled in schemes perpetuated by the
crazy tyrant from the deep freeze- King Crackor, and
must find a way to save Refrigetora and restore normalcy!

Format : 52X11’
Broadcaster(s) : Not Finalized yet
● Production completion date : April 2021
● Production budget : 5.000.000 $
● Finance still required : 3.000.000$
●
●

DQ ENTERTAINMENT
(INTERNATIONAL) LTD
Contact: Swastik Sekhar Patra

#2

ANIMATION PRE-SCHOOL

ODO
Synopsis:
A brand new comedy series for preschoolers, ODO is a
little owl who doesn’t think small. Odo doesn’t mind
being little, he’s very comfortable being himself. What
Odo does mind, however, is the way he’s treated for
being so little. When Odo is told that he’s too small, or
a task is only for bigger birds, he has the overwhelming
urge to prove that he is just as capable as any bigger
bird. The trouble is, Odo’s ambitions far outweigh his
ability so chaos is never ever very far away.

Format : 52x7’
Co-production partner(s) : Letko
● Broadcaster(s) : KiKA, Milkshake, ABC, Ketnet,
●
●

SVT, NRK, YLE & S4C, amongst others.
Production completion date : June 2021
● Production budget : 3.998.266 £
● Finance still required : 1.062.191£
●

SIXTEEN SOUTH LIMITED
Contact: Mr Alexandros van Blanken

#3

ANIMATION KIDS

OTTO’S TALL TALES
Synopsis:
OttO’s Tall Tales is a celebration of the unique and
wonderful imagination of a child.
OttO’s real world home transforms into a fantastic
forest landscape where he lives big adventures with his
imaginary friends: Francis (a teddy bear), Rose (a perfume bottle), Elly (a bathroom radio), Edward (a toilet
roll holder), Maria and Alfred (bookends) and the
Gnomes (colour felt pens)
Everyday situations - normal through his parent’s eyes trigger Otto’s imagination. It helps him understand
situations in real life and it makes growing up an adventure

Format : 52x11’
Broadcaster(s) : VRT Ketnet
● Production completion date : August 2023
● Production budget : 7.500.000 R
● Finance still required : 4.600.000R
●
●

CREATIVE CONSPIRACY N.V.
Contact: Peter Decraene

#4

ANIMATION PRE-SCHOOL

POP PAPER CITY
Synopsis:
Pop Paper City is a vibrant 3D preschool craft series
with adventure. The series follows a group of paper characters as they find new ways to have fun together by
creating new parts of their stunning paper world. Pop
Paper City encourages doing as well as viewing, teaching children to craft along with the characters; a liveaction human hand interacts with the 3D environment,
assisting the characters with the crafting process.
Through its excitement-filled adventures, Pop Paper
City will inspire children everywhere to have fun with
crafts.

Format : 52x7’
Broadcaster(s) : TBC
● Additional partner(s) : Love Love Films
● Production completion date : September 2021
● Production budget : 2.800.000 £
● Finance still required : 1.945.000£
●
●

AARDMAN ANIMATIONS
Contact: Ms Alison Taylor

#5

ANIMATION PRE-SCHOOL

HUGO & HOLGER
Synopsis:
The boy Hugo has a dog.
The dog is named Holger! It has long ears and a pretty
long wet nose.
Hugo is not like most boys and Holger is certainly not
like most puppies.
A perfect fit that shows how friendship can transcend
differences.
Together they meet the challenges of every new day,
with enthusiasm and excited expectations.
All told in animated poetic comedy, in a style rarely
seen in CG.

Format : 52x7’
Broadcaster(s) : Danmarks Radio (DR)
● Production completion date : August 2021
● Production budget : 3.000.000 R
● Finance still required : 2.500.000R
●
●

WIL FILM APS
Contact: Mr Erik Wilstrup

#6

ANIMATION KIDS

MEDDLERS
Synopsis:
Meddlers is a fantastical comedy series that follows the
ups, downs and sometimes sideways adventures of
three diminutive creatures, who meddle in the lives of
the colorful tenants of a bustling apartment building
that they’ve been assigned to. Meddlers naturally like to
taste, take, tweak, explore and experiment with anything new, puzzling, shiny or potentially dangerous. Luckily for Meddlers, they’re also completely indestructible.

Format : 39x7’
Co-production partner(s) : Milkcow Media
● Broadcaster(s) : TBC
● Production completion date : December 2021
● Production budget : 6.500.000 $
● Finance still required : 4.225.000$
● Formats : 4K
●
●

JAM MEDIA
Contact: Mr John Reynolds

#7

ANIMATION PRE-SCHOOL

FLOKI
Synopsis:
Floki is the story of a puppy who is embarking on a
journey - to explore his backyard!
The show is presented in 5-minute episodes with each
episode seeing Floki learning something new about growing up as he explores the surroundings of his backyard.
Through his adventures, Floki encounters some new
friends, troublemakers, and a lot of challenges.
The stories - developed by Hollywood screenwriter
Michael Maurer (Barney & Friends, Curious George) focus on core learning values such as sharing, kindness
and honesty.

Format : 26x5’
Broadcaster(s) : TBA
● Production completion date : July 2021
● Production budget : 1.180.000 R
● Finance still required : 885.000R
● Formats : 4K
●
●

PUPPETWORKS BUDAPEST
LTD.
Contact: Mr Tamas Liszka

#8

ANIMATION PRE-SCHOOL

A-SQUAD
Synopsis:
In a peaceful and happy town, Sam runs a magical toy
store. The toys are presented on the display stand, but
they
also have mysterious identities- members of A-Squad.
When
the residents in the town run into troubles or dangers,
they
always seek help from them. If the alarm sounded, Sam
would
activate the rescue chip immediately, which empower
them
with rescue power and transform into brave A-Squad.

Format : 52X11’
Co-production partner(s) : Baiyi
● Broadcaster(s) : Tencent Video
● Production completion date : April 2020
● Production budget : 6.000.000 $
● Finance still required : 0$
● Formats : CROSS MEDIA
●
●

REESEE ENTERTAINMENT CO.
LTD.
Contact: Ringo Lang

#9

ANIMATION FAMILY

DEEP IN THE BOWL
Synopsis:
Inspired by the comic book of the same name by
Nicolas Poupon, «Le Fond du Bocal (Deep in the Bowl)»
depicts several aquariums of fish mirroring children’s
life.
Spending your life in a bowl, can create funny situations.
Through these fish, it really is human nature gulped up
with humor. The questions asked by the fish, their
dreams, their conflicts, their joy and their sadness, are
our children’s (and sometimes, somehow, ours).

Format : 52x5’
Broadcaster(s) : TBC
● Production completion date : December 2021
● Production budget : 2.900.000 R
● Finance still required : 2.751.000R
●
●

ZEILT PRODUCTIONS
Contact: Ms Emmanuelle Vincent

#10

ANIMATION PRE-SCHOOL

SPOOKIES
Synopsis:
Lala, Bobo and Fips are three little ghost kids who live in
Castle Ravenrock, the best playground ever with something to discover in every cobwebbed corner. In Ravenrock, no door stays locked, no secret stays unveiled, no
opportunity for play and fun is wasted. And most
importantly! Every fear is overcome!

Format : 52x7’
Broadcaster(s) : tba
● Production completion date : February 2023
● Production budget : 4.500.000 R
● Finance still required : 4.380.000R
● Formats : CROSS MEDIA
●
●

WOLKENLENKER
Contact: Mr Sebastian Wehner

#10

THE LITTLE GIRL AND THE
DRAGON
Synopsis:
Go on a lovely journey of joy, music, and magic, teaching families to see the world through different perspectives. Discover the universe of CELESTE and the
DRAGON: a 2D mini-series that tells a charming
journey of a little sorcerous girl, CELESTE, and a cute
DRAGON with a big heart, searching for the girl’s lost
artifacts. Lovely characters and strong relations are central to the stories and the artistic visual style of the
show gives it a unique feel to the story. Expert talented
team (story credits: Prince of Egypt, Minions, Bob the
Builder)

ANIMATION KIDS
●
●

Format : 10x11’
Co-production partner(s) : SPIRIT Animation

Studios (BRAZIL), Cosmos-Maya (INDIA)
Broadcaster(s) : Looking for worldwide partners
● Additional partner(s) : Rosie Mankato:
incredible composer of wonderful music with
heart,charm and soul.
● Production completion date : October 2020
● Production budget : 687.500 $
● Finance still required : 590.000$
● Formats : CROSS MEDIA
●

SPIRIT ENTRETENIMENTO
LTDA EPP
Contact: Mr FERNANDO MACEDO

